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What is Nebula Sports
We founded Nebula Biotech because my friend Pat experienced multiple 
concussions in high school and had to wear protective headgear so that he could 
continue playing. He quickly realized that the products out there are sub-par, and the 
scope of this problem is great: 300,000 sports concussions are reported every year, 
and traumatic brain injury costs Americans $17 billion every year. We put our 
engineering knowledge, garnered during our college classes, to good use when we
designed this product.

What Sets Them Apart
Protective headgear certainly exists, but nothing like we are creating. Our product will 
make it easy for people to protect themselves during sports that don’t otherwise 
require helmets, like basketball and martial arts. It will appeal to customers in terms of 
appearance, making the head guard look like a subtle headband. We will also 
broaden the product mix by designing a beanie-style product that protects the entire 
head, and use our proprietary material technology in other helmet products.

Success Through Teamwork
Our key to success is the team. Our team is a hybrid of engineering and sports 
medicine, with the common thread of entrepreneurial drive amongst each of us. Our 
differing backgrounds and strengths overlap at the place where innovation happens 
most: the fringe of very different fields. As research in the book The Medici Effect 
shows, when multiple people with very different backgrounds collaborate on a 
project, progress and innovation is almost inevitable. This exactly describes our team.

Testing
In the past 10 weeks, we have developed two prototypes and tested the first directly 
against our competition in a 3rd-party head-impact testing laboratory. Our first 
prototype design outperformed our competition on all accounts. We also have 
customers willing to test our product on the field during their competitive season. 
We have trials planned to test and validate our product, we are just looking for 
startup funds to move us forward even quicker.

Who is Nebula Sports
Ben Sima, Patrick Streeter, and Kayla Wheeler

What is Strong Arm
Our Strong Arm Vest is a patent- pending load distribution device that removes the 
injury-causing loads from the weaker hands, arms neck and lower back, and 
distributes those forces to stronger more capable areas of the torso. The Strong Arm 
Vest redirects lifting-load forces and places them on strategic pressure points of 
the lifter’s back and torso. Most importantly, the Strong Arm Vest places the lifter 
into a proper lifting posture, minimizing and/or avoiding potential back injury. Strong 
Arm is a new category of industrial wear and equipment. Strong Arm is 
Personal Performance Equipment that has been specifically engineered to the 
anatomy of the worker.

Who Are We
Partners Sean Petterson and Justin Hillery got their start in the Center for Student 
Innovation working with mentors such as Carl Lundgren who Petterson 
credits with having followed them from the beginning stages all the way through to 
development. We’re the sons of manual laborers. We’re the children of a design 
generation. We come from families of construction workers, where risk of injury, 
overexertion and death are part of the job. We watched our fathers’ bodies take a 
beating from the physical demand of their jobs. We’re dedicated to improving the quality 
of the lives of manual laborers like our fathers We’ll strengthen our workforce, so that 
workers can work longer and more safely.

Testing
At Strong Arm we’re developing a product for our end-users. The most efficient way 
for us to get the product refinement feedback we need is by working alongside 
our users themselves. In our product refinement phase we’re going to work with 20 
companies over the course of a year to obtain the hands-on user feedback that will 
make the superior product we’re developing into a reality. The Strong Arm trial test 
is a 2-5 day study in which a member of our team tests 7 strong arm vests on an 
interested customer.

Accomplishments
After their win in the New York State Business Plan Competition, Strong Arm went on 
to The Bright Forum in Buffalo where they won Best Pitch. Most recently, they were 
accepted into the Mass Challenge, a four month competition during which the Strong 
Arm team will be spending time in Boston. Having also won Best Pitch and Best 
Technological Innovation from the NCIIA in California, Strong Arm has been asked 
to present at the Ergonomics Conference and Exposition. When asked about their 
product, company official Tayler Swanson replied, “We are creating a quality product
with real human impact.”

Thank You
“We want to thank everybody’s help from RIT, specifically Carl Lundgren, John 
Schull, Rich Notargiacomo, and Bill Jones. We’d also like to thank the RIT structure. 
The Strong Arm success has absolutely been enabled by the system RIT has been 
developing to help student innovation,” CEO Sean Petterson said. “And of course, 
I want to thank my mother.”

Who is Campus Safe
Eric Irish, third-year information science and technology, won first place at RIT’s 4th 
annual Shark Tank Competition for his creation of CampusSafe, a mobile app that 
helps users easily report on-campus incidents.

A Man with a Dream
Eric Irish had an idea for a mobile application that ties campus 
safety features with an “anywhere blue-light” to increase the safety of a 
university campus. The phone app will help users easily report on-campus 
incidents. He pitched his idea at RIT’s 4th annual Shark Tank Competition and won
for his presentation of CampusSafe. Irish is $2,000 richer and looking to
 expand on his application.

 Interview with the Founder
Question: Where are you from? 
Answer: I’m from the little town of Trumansburg—near Ithaca, N.Y.

Q: Why did you decide to come to RIT? 
A: I like RIT’s wholesome view of technology as both a psychology and a science.

Q: What is the coolest thing you have ever done? 
A: Two summers ago I bought a red 1975 T-top Corvette. A 36-year-old car inherently 
has many quirks that sometimes prove to be tough to deal with. But hearing 350 
cubic inches of horsepower out of dual pipes is something I would never trade.

Q: What is something that most people wouldn’t know about you when they first meet 
you? 
A: Most people probably wouldn’t take me for the country boy that I am.

Q: What types of things are you involved in around campus? 
A: I have been a resident advisor for two years and I’m an active member at the 
Center for Student Innovation. I also sing in Proof of Purchase, RIT’s only co-ed a 
cappella group.

Q: How did you get involved in the 4th annual RIT Shark Tank Competition? 
A: I have seen a few in the past, since they are tied with the Center for Student Inno-
vation. This year I knew I had an idea that would be a good fit.

Q: For those that have never been part of the RIT Shark Tank Competition, how would 
you describe it in one sentence? 
A: You have five minutes to explain a business idea after which venture capitalists—or 
sharks—“ravenously” critique it.

Q: What is your favorite part about it? 
A: I enjoy cutting down the idea to its bare bones for a concise, coherent presentation.

Q: What will you do with the winnings? 
A: Part of it will pay for a Mac I just purchased for iPhone development and the rest 
will go to people who helped me along the way.

Q: Where will the idea go from here? 
A: I have worked closely with RIT Public Safety and we plan to launch TigerSafe in 
the near future. I plan to hire a few employees to aid in refining the product into a 
saleable entity. Then we’ll hit the pavement to sell at other colleges.

Q: Any advice you would give to other RIT students? 
A: It’s important to experience a gamut of things in college. It keeps your social scene 
fresh and your mind curious and creative.


